Written Assignments

• 2 sets of choices
  – Assignment A due Tuesday, October 17
  – Assignment B due Tuesday, November 28
  – “on time” = by 4:00; late assessed at 10% per day
• A choice from Set A must be handed in as the first paper.
• A choice from Set B must be handed in as the second paper
• Some offer Clinical Experiences

Written Assignments

• Flowchart: Select an assignment
  – See the sample papers that will be available during the TA’s office hours
• Does the topic require journal articles?
  – See the list of acceptable journals; others are acceptable but check with me first about the journal and/or the specific article(s) if you are unsure
• Does the topic require a survey or interview?
  – See Note 2
  – contact me or the TAs if you have questions
• Does the topic require observations?

Written Assignments

• Flowchart (continued)
  – Does the topic require observations?
  – Do you have a hometown school that you can observe in (or family, friend, other contact)?
  – Fill out the SELF PLACEMENT FORM (print from the website). This requires the signature of an administrator at the school and information about the teacher (birth date or driver’s license)
  – You should not ask teachers in the B-N public school districts

Written Assignments

Does the topic require observations?

• Documenting Clinical Hours (if needed)
  – Up to 4 hours for the semester
  – On the day assignments are due, you will hand in your SELF-PLACEMENT FORM or your INTERVIEW or SURVEY notes
  – You will fill out a Blue Opscan Sheet (provided in class) to document your clinical experiences with COE